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I survived the great depression in New York City, tenements, and
just before I was 20, my best friend and I decided to enlist, and stay together.
We were turned down by the Marine Corps and the Navy, and then tried the
Army. They passed me and turned him down.
Everything we did to stay together never happened!...Oct 1942
I received short basic training at fort Dix, and subsequently was sent to Camp
Campbell, Kentucky. To the new 12th armored division
As we came in, we were on line…. entering a big room, with sergeant sending
each one to a table inside.
I asked him “do they have an engineering group” since I wanted to learn
something. He said “great” just go to that table over there, and it turned out to
be the 119 Armored Combat” Engineers. I felt that I lucked out!
At Camp Campbell we were well trained to build and destroy, and were
fortunate to having many recruits from the CC Camps, that were very well
trained, during the depression. They knew how to use all types of equipment,
and were A bit older, with and much experience, especially demolition.
We felled trees, but only with 2 man saws! Chain saws were yet to be invented!
It was amazing to me when we were able to build Bailey and Pontoon Bridges,
all by hand, and over the Cumberland River and over the roadways in
Kentucky and Tennessee. The speed in constructing was most important!
An Armored division consists of 3 combat commands, one in action,
one in readiness to take over….. and one in reserve!
Most of the time during the WWII all three combat were in action
At the same time.
Each Combat Command for instance, The 5th Vechicle was a Halftrack of
Engineers Who also blasted Roadblocks or minefields.

We competed at times to construct a Bailey bridge over a the highways of
Kentucky and B Company won, most of the times I was I A Company!!
They built the bridge in 4 hours …all by hand!!! Every one were assigned
To certain tasks

We all were trained in explosives, from basic theory to use explosives, and to
remove same, and also trained in combat situations when that was necessary
In late 1943 and early 1944 we continued our training in Barkley, Texas to
sharpen our skills, and received rigorous training. In all night forays into
enemy territories, surprising the enemy in early morning and stressed in spe

Suddenly we were sent to New York boarding the Navy troop ship,
and sailed to England, where we picked up our new equipment, and
final training to land at La Havre
We had one weekend in London, where we got our first touch of the War
being bombarded by the V2s

Late 1944
Landing at La Havre went smoothly, and we raced across France to meet up
with the 7th Army which came up from Marseilles, meeting minor resistance
until we reached the area of the Maginot and Siegfried lines area.
At the end of December though, the next 2 weeks we were in constant
skirmishes with the enemy, including screaming meme mortars,
which had a high screaming whistle.
We rushed into a dwelling to get shelter,
unfortunately a mortar hit the dwelling and we were taken out of the rubble
with no after effects except, maybe a hearing problem, from the high decibels
of the blast!
At Herrlisheim, on January 16 we in A Engineers were building thread ways
across the canals, and our Combat Command were on readying for an attack.
The captain ordered a few of us to take positions in protecting the
bridging over the canals, since they had the roads and bridges zeroed in
with their artillery. As we ran to our positions an 88 shell whizzed by me a spun
me around, dropping me to the ground,
I was so scared that I crawled to my position “scared as hell!“
Our artillery returned fire, but the first round was short close by.
Once our artillery corrected their fire and we were fine again!
The next morning, Jan 17, Company A Engineers of Combat Command A
we were sent in as Infantry, alongside the Combat command B…
Sherman tanks, since their Armored Infantry Company were lost!
We were told that everything in front of us would be the enemy!!
Mortar fire was landing all around us…. and suddenly soldiers were facing
us through the woods. As we were waiting for command to fire, a tanker
Commander….said “hold your fire, “ they were the returning Armored
Infantry.

To digress for a moment, many years later, 1950 I was having lunch at
our company lunchroom, when one asked “ What are you doing this weekend.
He said I’m going to my division reunion!
I asked what Division? he said the 12th Armored,
I said I was in the 12th Armored. What outfit were you in..
He replied Armored Infantry
I then recanted my story of Jan 17th and asked if you were one of
them returning to our lines .He yes.
What a small world! His name was Frank Reilly,
He passed away a few years later
I’m sure he must be in your original records!
Jan 1945
Herrlisheim battle with the German 10th SS Panzer Group was probably the
fiercest single battle the Division was engaged in dubbed “German Operation
Nordhwind” We lost a lot, they lost and in the History books, we lost the battle
Consider this, Operation Nordhwind was aimed between to split
The 3rd and 7th Armies, and we blunted their last big offensive,
ending their last forays into France.
The German General Von Gerd Runstedt nicknamed us the” Suicide Division”
Also at Herrlisheim… I wound up in Dijon Hospital with shrapnel
into my left shoulder, and lucked out, not being too severe.
Within 2 to 3 weeks, I was back in the 119th, in plenty of time
before we crossed the Rhine, March 28th
The 7th army loaned General Patton the …12 Armored Division,
as one of his main spearheads into Germany, on the first day.
“We earned the nick name “Mystery Division “since
we had removed all the Markings on all our Vehicles, so the enemy did
not know who they were fighting, and have related fighting forces !
Once we crossed the Rhine, we were relentless with the speed and night
driving without lights, following the vehicles which had 2 very small red lights
at the rear, which we were vigorously trained to follow in at Camp Barkley.
Combat command A raced East and north to Wurtsburg where
Compamy A commanded by Arandel Cotter of Rochester N M.,
Built a 140 ft single span Bailey bridge which might prove to
To be the longest ever constructed. Within hoors …not days
to move forward with all our 35 ton tanks and heavy equipment.
Company B also constructed a Bailey Bridge Commanded by

Capt Rob Wilson, of Holly, Col built a 150 ft Bailey, by using
The still standing center support of the blown bridge
In 3 hours.
All construction by hand.
Anyone who doubts, the method, Google Bailey Bridge Vedios
should Google Bailey Bridges construction on their Computers
Also….The Bailey bridge at Wurtsburg is in the History books
then rejoined our spearhead in Combat Command A, driving
south to the Danube River, then to invade into Austria
Again at lightning speed, Combat Command A, overnight,
captured the bridge at Dillingen, on the Danube intact,
before the enemy got the command to blow it.
The engineers then, removed bombs and 9,000 lbs pounds of explosives
from under the bridge.
The enemy failed in a series of counter attacks and Aerial bombings
to retake or destroy the bridge and failed
Capturing the Bridge, actually shortened the War
May 1945
Continuing south, the 12th Armored, as far as I know fought many skirmishes but
no major battles, but were horrified, when we hit the Landsberg Death Camp in
the south of Austria. The stench of burning flesh was awful, and the few that
were still living, passed freely on through.
Parts of the Command went deep into the Camp, saw the real horror!
I was fortunate that we did not go deep into the Camp
Then suddenly the War was over!!

Combat Commands B & C I’m sure had the same and or similar routes,
through cities and death Camps
As the war came to end, we were billeted in former German Barracks,
filling the role of Army of Occupation, and our Camp Barracks
were in Aalen Germany, not far from the Dillingen Bridge
After 2 months, surprise!!! July 1945
Some of us were transferred to the Combat Engineers of the
2nd Infantry Division, and return to the States
to regroup, and retrain for the invasion of Japan, since they needed
more seasoned troops for that big of an operation!
August 1945 Just before we landed back in New York,
the Atom Bombs, ended the War in the Pacific.
After we landed, we received a 2 week recuperation leave,

at Fort Dix and then proceeded on to Camp Fannin in Texas,
receiving a discharge in October
Enlisted in October 1942 and discharged October 1945
Completed 3 Years

Have back up data to verify all statements
Especially on the Bailey bridge.

